Content Components Guide

Intros

Versions A, B, and C are available on Internal Page and Landing Page content types.

Intro A

Offers two background color options, optional image and optional CTA.

Examples

- Intro "A" (Grey, Image, CTA)
- Intro "A" (Orange, No Image, CTA)
- Intro "A" (Grey, No Image, CTA)
- Intro "A" (Orange, Image, CTA)
- Intro "A" (Orange, Image, No CTA)
- Intro "A" (Grey, No Image, No CTA)
- Intro "A" (Orange, Image, No CTA)
- Intro "A" (Grey, Image, No CTA)
- Intro "A" (Grey, No Image, No CTA)

Intro B

Examples

- Intro "B" (CTA)
- Intro "B" (No CTA)
Undergraduate Course Inventory

SDS offers undergraduate level courses throughout the year under course code SDS

Intro C

- Intro "C"

Master of Data Sciences

The Master of Science in Data Sciences Online program is among our new degree offerings. It gives students a base in statistical theory and skills to apply in the computer science realm.

Highlighters

Available on Landing Page content type.

Example

- Landing Page Features

Highlighter A
EXPLORE OUR

Health Professions
Pathways

The Health Professions Office is here to guide pre-health profession students on their journey to change the world.

ALL PATHWAYS →

Mission & Values

The goal of the Health Professions Office is to help pre-health professions students better prepare for applying to professional schools.

VIEW OUR MISSION & VALUES →

Other

Example

* Internal Page Features